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Maximized yield
Knives ground with the E 50 robotic technology increase the yield of meat up to 0.5% compared to manual grinding.
get more yield






                

            
        

    


    

    
    
    



    
            
    
            
        
    
            
            
            
                
                    

				Cutting edge technology
			
Customized to the requirements of an international clientele: grinding machines, cutter knife systems and all-round service.

KNECHT is the competent technology partner for food manufacturers.
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Grinding machines
Perfectly ground cutting tools preserve the natural resources and maximize yield.
Here you can find grinding machines from manual to robot controlled.
 
Cutter knife systems
K 24 cutter knife systems stand for highest product quality, smooth running and easy handling.
Click here for the cutter knife systems.
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[bookmark: c2386][image: Sharpening Machine for Sickle-shaped Knives A 400]
KNECHT A 400 | Precise cutting edges – perfect cuts    


With the A 400 Sharpening Machine for Sickle-shaped Knives, KNECHT brings an innovation that further improves food quality in the cutting process.
The cutting process in food production must be as…
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[image: Hand Knife Sharpening Machine EVO 5]
The new hand knife sharpening machine EVO 5 – premium sharpness and maximum user-friendliness


The EVO 5 is a new development with the main focus on hand knives. It produces precise and super sharp grindings. The machine is extremely easy to operate. The knife guides ensure that the hand knives…
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[image: KNECHT Sharpening robots]
KNECHT sharpening robots E 50 R and E 50 RT allow perfect ground hand knives


An example of a significant contribution to higher sustainability are the grinding robots E 50 R and E 50 RT: Hand knives ground with the E 50 robot technology allow more precise cuts. This increases…
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[image: Hydromechanical clamping nut HSM 100]
Innovative clamping nut HSM 100 for cutter knives


The process temperatures for cutter knives change constantly depending upon the product. In cooked sausage production, for example, temperatures rise up to 80° C. The knife head with the cutter knives…
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[bookmark: c20839]KNECHT Cutting Edge Technology

The requirements on our food products are highest and constant product quality.
This demand optimized, consistent, reproducible and angularly accurate grinding of cutting tools in food production.
To meet these requirements, it must be possible to measure the sharpness of a cutting tool. Our…


			Read more
		

KNECHT North America 10 years within the KNECHT Group

KNECHT North America Inc. has been part of the KNECHT Group for 10 years. Congratulations on your anniversary.
It was a beautiful late summer day in Sarasota FL. Denise Dannecker and Manfred Knecht bought a second-hand VW Jetta. This was KNECHT North America's first major investment. It was with…


			Read more
		

No to MSD (musculoskeletal disorders)

Musculoskeletal disorders, known as MSD and RSI, are injuries and disorders that affect the movement of the human body or the musculoskeletal system (muscles, sinews, tensons, nerves, discs, blood vessels, etc.).
Most MSD episodes in the workplace affect several parts of the body. MSDs are the…


			Read more
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Quick and easy to the right product 
The productfinder leads you quickly to the KNECHT product that comes closest to your requirements.
configure now
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